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Roach, Mary. Stiff: The Curious Lives of Human Cadavers. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2003. 304 pp.
 
The author, Mary Roach, compels us to consider the potential our bodies have for life after death. In a dozen chapters she 
investigates all manner of human cadaver use, sometimes veering a touch off course into related areas of cremation, 
composting, and organ harvesting. She delves into the expected areas of medical school anatomy classes, nineteenth century 
grave robbing, and forensic anthropology. She also explores the roles cadavers play in weapons research, crucifixion 
experiments, and vehicular safety, all areas in which the general public's knowledge of cadaver application is lacking. Roach 
allays the reader's fear of corpses and dispels urban myths about mortuary workers. Throughout the book, she underscores how 
cadavers save lives and solve problems.
 
As a science writer Roach contributes to Salon, Wired,Vogue, and the New York Times Magazine, and writes a column for 
Reader's Digest. For fifteen years she has written articles on medical and health issues featuring her amusing writing style and 
charming view of the world. Her skills at research and fact checking shine through her
engaging prose.
            
The first paragraph of Roach's introduction immediately captures the reader’s attention;   "The way I see it, being dead is not 
terribly far off from being on a cruise ship. Most of your time is spent lying on your back. The brain shuts down. The flesh begins 
to soften. Nothing much new happens, and nothing is expected of you."  The author packs information and history into her 
plucky quest for dead bodies. Her colloquial attitude is infectious and appeals to all readers. Even the most reluctant reader will 
be engaged by her words. Further, the lively chapters and clear explanations make this book the most fun you can have reading 
about dead bodies. 
            
From the cleverly designed book cover on the outside to the content on the pages, this book succeeds on all accounts but one. 
Necrophilia goes unmentioned. However, Roach includes witty and/or informative footnotes several times in each chapter and 
does mention the practice briefly within one. The book is not indexed and it was impossible to reference the necrophilia 
information quickly; however, this is not an academic book. While it is non-fiction, its charm is of a popular nature. Highly 
recommended for all public libraries and for other libraries with popular reading collections. 
 








Sawyer, Susan. It Happened in Tennessee. Guilford, Conn.: Globe Pequot Press, 2002. 116 pp.
 
Susan Sawyer, a graduate of the University of Tennessee and author of several fiction and non-fiction books about the South, 
spotlights Tennessee by providing accurate, insightful glimpses into interesting events, and by exploring the lives of remarkable 
individuals. It Happened in Tennessee gives readers the feeling of flipping through a photo album and gazing at snapshots, each 
capturing the essence of a notable event in Tennessee’s history. These episodes are presented in chronological order beginning 
with the Transylvania Purchase of 1775, and ending with the filming of the movie Christy in 1993. Since the stories do not build 
on each other, they need not be read in sequence. 
 
The author clearly explains her purpose for this book in the preface, stating that, “the stories in this book do not offer a complete 
history of the state. Instead they uncover some lesser known historical events and offer behind-the-scenes information on 
several famous happenings.” Each story is approximately two to five pages in length, and each describes an event of significant 
historical impact. Sawyer personalizes many of the characters mentioned in her stories by providing only the details that define 
who these people were, carefully omitting superfluous information that may detract from the focus of each story. The author sets 
a literary tone by opening each story with a narrative paragraph. She then goes on to expertly infuse these stories with abundant 
information (e.g. dates and places) while still maintaining brevity. The result is a rich tapestry composed of thirty colorful 
episodes depicting Tennessee’s past and outlining its cultural development.   
 
Many of these episodes had national ramifications such as the founding of the Ku Klux Klan, the registration of the Jack Daniels 
Distillery, and the Scopes “Monkey” Trial. Newcomers to the state may appreciate that many of these famous events in U.S. 
history took place in Tennessee. Even those who have lived in Tennessee all of their lives may enjoy the attention given to 
stories that are not found in any textbook. As stressed by the author, this book will not provide even a general coverage of 
Tennessee history; however, it may be used as supplemental reading for history students seeking ideas for research topics. 
Furthermore, the brevity of each story combined with readable language and careful organization makes this book appropriate 
for older children through adults. Academic, public, as well as school libraries will find this book to be a useful addition to their 
collections.
 
In addition to the thirty episodes forming the body of the book, the author includes a section entitled “A Potpourri of Tennessee 
Facts,” listing demographic and geographical facts about Tennessee (e.g., the state capital, the highest point of elevation, the 
hottest and coldest temperatures recorded), most of which can be found in any Tennessee almanac or fact book. An extensive 
bibliography and index is also provided. 
 
Nathalie Hristov
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